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INTRODUCTION
2021 was a year of building and growth for DESTA.  Following

organizational instability in 2019 and societal instability in

2020 with the pandemic, this was a year where DESTA was

able to really start re-building a solid foundation.  

There was much focus and energy put towards strategic

planning, which included re-visiting our vision and mission as

well as our branding and communications strategy. We also

started to re-vamp our operational, accounting and data

tracking and reporting systems for more efficient functioning

of the organization. 

With the tremendous growth came some inevitable growing

pains, but overall the organization persisted and ended the

year on very strong footing. 

 

With 15 years under our belt and a clearer vision, a clearer

purpose and a strong team to execute the mission, the future

looks very bright for DESTA and for the Black community we

serve.

Thank you to our funders, staff, volunteers, community

partners and participants as, without you, this work would not

be possible.

ABOUT US
DESTA Black Youth Network is a charitable organization

established in 2006.  Upon its inception over 15 years ago, an

integrated strategy was adopted to address both systemic

and personal barriers to employment, such as racial

discrimination, language barriers, justice involvement,

housing, lack of resources, lack of training and education and

lack of access to networks.

Today, DESTA’s vision and mission are very much tied to its

original purpose, empowering members of the Black,

anglophone community in Montreal with tools to overcome

barriers to success and transform those obstacles into

opportunities. 
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VISION

We envision a society where members of the

Black community are represented, valued and

their contributions celebrated in all spheres of

life; a society where Black community members

can reach their full potential and thrive.

MISSION

Based in Little Burgundy and serving

participants across Greater Montreal, DESTA

offers access to a hub of services and

partnerships that empower the Black

community through programs rooted in social

and economic justice. We offer holistic,

individualized and collective services and

advocacy to break down barriers and promote

well-being and opportunity.  

We offer programs and services in:

Education  
Employability & Entrepreneurship
Justice and Re-entry
Food security
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EDUCATION

DESTA continues to empower

students to pursue their academic

goals. Through support from our long-

time funder, The Cole Foundation and

our continued partnership with the

EMSB (English Montreal School Board)

and their DEAL Program (Distance

Education for All Learners), we remain

committed to helping Black students

overcome educational barriers and

encouraging academic excellence 

 and advancement within the

community.

DESTA offers access to distance

learning programs for individuals

completing high school as well as

one-on-one tutoring for any

participant registered in our education

program.  

18

11

7

TOTAL

PARTICIPANTS

STUDENTS

ENROLLED  IN

DEAL  PROGRAM

SCHOLARSHIP

RECIPIENTS
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7
STUDENTS

PAIRED  WITH

TUTORS



“The scholarship covered what was left of my tuition fees for the 2021-2022 academic
year. I was also able to buy some required textbooks for my classes, and with the return
back to in-person learning, it also helped cover the cost of transportation to university
and to my internship.I am very grateful to have been able to receive the Desta
Scholarship, scholarships like these are so very important for students like me who want
to stay involved while pursuing their academic path. I was able to continue my work of
community-building in and outside the university without compromising my academic
success, which is very important to me.“  ~ Amélia Souffrant -  Desta Scholarship
recipient

EDUCATION 

Through our continued partnership with

Frontier College, DESTA provided tutoring

support to seven students, whether in the

DEAL program or studying independently.

Two of the eleven students enrolled in the

DEAL program successfully completed their

high school diploma.  
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The DESTA scholarship program was launched

at the end of March 2021. We received a total of

14 applications. With the support of the Cole

Foundation and following a selection process

that included a thorough analysis of each

application by a selection committee as well as

interviews with each candidate, DESTA was

pleased to award scholarships of $4,500 to 

 seven participants pursuing post-secondary

education, who demonstrated academic

excellence, strong community leadership as

well as a financial need.



EMPLOYABILITY

DESTA’s employability program aims

to bridge the gaps that exist as a result

of racial discrimination, language

barriers and personal obstacles to

success.

110

106

24

PARTICIPANTS

ENROLLED  IN

SKILLS  TRAINING

COURSES

PARTICIPANTS

REGISTERED  TO

OUR  ONLINE  JOB

BOARD  

PARTICIPANTS

RECEIVING

TARGETTED  JOB

SEARCH  AND  CV

PREP  SUPPORT  
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6
PARTICIPANTS

PAIRED  WITH

MENTORS  

Employability services and programs

at DESTA include an online job board,

group skills training, individualized

coaching for participants in job search,

CV prep, interview prep and career

guidance, access to internship and

mentorship opportunities as well as

job placement. 



“This course not only demystified my perception of web creation

but motivated me to move forward with creating my website

solo.”  - Kemba 

EMPLOYABILITY
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2021 saw the 3rd iteration of DESTA’s tech skills

training program. We served 110 participants

across eight courses offered online through

Zoom. 

Our Fall semester saw the highest level of

engagement with course content of any

semester so far. In partnership with Black

experts in the field: 9:16 Stories, Concepeeta,

LeoArt, WeCan and Agence Kocoyé, our

expanded programming included; e-

Commerce store development, web design,

graphic design, project management and video

editing.

The course offering focused on delivering tools

to participants to help them develop as

freelancers in the digital marketing field or help

them advance their own business ventures.

“I've taken 2 DestaNation Tech courses so far and am really grateful I did.

They were great intro classes that gave me a better understanding of the

topics and allowed me to learn from people with experience in the field!”   

 - Zakiyyah 

DESTANATION TECH
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EMPLOYABILITY
43% of participants were

employed full time and looking

to enhance their skill set

15% were freelancers/self-

employed 

just over 9% were unemployed

and actively seeking work

Employed full-time
43.4%

Self-employed / Freelance
15.1%

Employed part-time
11.3%

Unemployed
9.4%

Student
7.6%

Employed part-time, Student
5.7%

Employed part-time, Self-employed / Freelance
3.8% Employed full-time, Student

1.9%

Retired
1.9%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40%

18-24 

25-30 

31-40 

40-50 

50+ 

University 
60.4%

CEGEP
15.1%

Graduate Degree +
15.1%

Completed high school
7.5%

Prefer not to say
1.9%

Employment Status

Age Education Level

destanation tech

participant

stats

 



EMPLOYABILITY 
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DESTA supported 13 participants throughout

the year with targeted job search, helped 11

participants with CV preparation, matched 6

participants with Mentors and placed 4

participants in jobs. 

A total of 106 participants registered to our

online job board.

DESTA also expanded and strengthened its

network of Corporate partners which now

include: TANK Agency, PHI Foundation, Plank

Agency, Accenture, Morgan Stanley, C2MTL and

Little Burgundy Shoes to highlight a few.

CORPORATE PARTNERS

 

 

TANK Agency
3 mentorship pairings

1 job placement 

Pro-bono re-branding strategy for

DESTA

WATCH THINKTANK VIDEO HERE

WATCH DESTA REBRAND VIDEO HERE

 

Plank Agency 
1 participant placed into integrated

mentorship program 

 

Accenture 
1 internship placement 

 

Morgan Stanley
2 mentorship pairings 

Collaborated on company hackathon

program where teams from Morgan

Stanley designed a platform to

connect the Black business

community  

 

C2MTL 
Sponsored  18 tickets for our program

participants to attend the virtual

C2MTL conference 

 

Little Burgundy Shoes
Sponsored professional headshots for

11 of our program participants

WATCH VIDEO HERE

 

 

https://youtu.be/H7_BY5uNee0
https://youtu.be/rHa-9W6mfcE
https://youtu.be/CN3S-trd5Qc
https://youtu.be/CN3S-trd5Qc


ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
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2021 saw the official launch of our in-house digital

marketing agency, DestaNation Creative Agency,

following a successful pilot contract in 2020 with the

African Canadian Development Network (ACDPN) for

the development of a website for their West Island Think

Tank (WITT) project.

DestaNation Creative Agency offers services in website

development, graphic design, copywriting and social

media management to propel and upscale an

organization’s digital marketing to the next level! The

mission of the agency is to offer subsidized services to

Black business owners and Black-led organizations, by

procuring non-subsidized contracts from the larger

business community. In this way, we are able to build a

pay-it-forward, profit-generating model that will enable

this project to eventually sustain itself without the need

for outside funding for years to come. 

Currently, between 15-20% of non-subsidized contracts

are retained by the agency to then be reinvested into

supporting our Black community businesses. In this way,

we are actively working to build the Black business

ecosystem while developing a self-sufficient funding

stream for the organization. The graduates from our

DestaNation Tech skills training programs who

demonstrate the drive and the talent, are hired as

freelancers for the agency, another way that this project

is able to encourage Black entrepreneurs and help

talented Black youth overcome employment barriers.

The remaining 80-85% of each contract goes directly

into the hands of Black digital marketing freelancers.

https://agency.destabyn.org/


ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
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Total external agency contracts numbered 5, serving 4

clients and totalled $10,155 for the year. Clients included

CBC Montreal, Geordie Theatre, Université dans la

Nature, and West Island Think Tank. Agency freelancers

also worked on internal contracts to support DESTA

promotions. Those contracts totalled $2,100. Four

freelancers were hired for these contracts throughout

the year earning a total of $10,450 in contracts. DESTA

retained $1,805 from non-subsidized, external contracts. 

In our 1st full year of operations of the creative agency,

we’ve been able to develop an efficient client delivery

process from creative brief to delivery of final assets.

Clients expressed satisfaction with the efficiency and

speed of delivery as well as the quality of each contract.

With high customer satisfaction established in 2021, our

goal in the coming year is to put a strong focus on

business development as well as freelancer training and

recruitment to grow the agency to its full potential.

‘’DESTANation Creative Agency's prompt communication and

professionalism makes them a pleasure to engage with. For our

recent Black Changemakers Series, they immediately understood the

brief and delivered sharp, on-brand creative visuals. With a

collaborative approach on project management, DESTANation

provided clearly defined roles and multiple updates throughout. The

end result was a campaign that resonated with the audience on all

our platforms.’’ CBC Montreal



SOCIAL

JUSTICE
DESTA continues to work towards

social justice for our community. This

work is centered around the pillars of

access to information and legal

resources, human rights and legal

advocacy as well as individual support

services to currently and formerly

incarcerated individuals that take the

form of: parole support, transition

support, employment support,

housing support, immigration support

and food security.

22

16

10

ACTIVE

PROGRAM

PARTICIPANTS  

PARTICIPANTS

OFFERED

PAROLE

SUPPORT  

PARTICIPANTS

RECEIVING

LEGAL  SUPPORT  
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9
PARTICIPANTS

RECEIVING

TRANSITION

SUPPORT
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SOCIAL JUSTICE
PARTICIPANTS SERVED IN RE-ENTRY 

5 participants released
from Federal Prison - 2
out of the 5 participants
were released after
serving 12-year
sentences 

DESTA Social Justice
team asked to be a part
of the Canadian Crimes
Review Consultation,
led by retired judges the
Honorable Harry
LaForme, The Honorable
Juanita Westmoreland-
Traoré

Placed 3 participants in
employment with
Barkley Transport, a
partner company that
has offered jobs to
many of our re-entry
participants

Raised $2982 through
our Black Legal Action
Fund which has been
used to help support
the legal fees of our Re-
Entry program
participants

HIGHLIGHTS

Know your Rights is an informational campaign

aimed at empowering the public with

knowledge and legal resources to better

navigate the justice system. 

DESTA’s 2nd Know your Rights panel

discussion took place on May 19, 2021 as a fully

virtual event, hosted by Balarama Holness and

featuring a strong lineup of panelists including:

Svens Telemaque, Nora Demnati and Merris

Centomo. 



FOOD

SECURITY

DESTA’s food security program (DESTA

Food) continued in 2021 with a

mandate to provide food to the most

vulnerable in the community through

our food delivery program, while

helping to build the Black business

ecosystem by almost exclusively

utilizing Black suppliers and

developing young, talented chefs

through our Chef Incubator.

258

80

18

PEOPLE  SERVED

THROUGHOUT

THE  YEAR

FAMILIES  FED

THROUGHOUT

THE  YEAR

GARDENS  SET  UP

THROUGHOUT

MONTREAL  
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$41K
INVESTED  IN

BLACK-OWNED

BUSINESSES  



DESTA FOOD 
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Our food delivery program served 80 families

throughout the year, reaching 258 people weekly with

hot meals, produce baskets and donated food. 

In partnership with Union United Church, Maquis Yasolo,

No Recipes Fusion, Jardin Lakou and our Incubator

Chefs, DESTA Food delivered 2400 food bags, 945 hot

meals and meal kits and 1240 produce baskets in the

year.

FOOD DELIVERY

DESTA Food also launched its GardenShare program in

the spring of 2021. The program designed and

supported 18 gardens across the island, helping over 80

people grow food at home, many for the first time. 

GardenShare was also the main field study site for a

Concordia grad student, Noura Nasser. Her thesis - Food

Cultures: Emancipatory Food Practices by and for

Racialized Communities in Montreal, focuses on how

communities work outside of existing structures to solve

the crisis of food security.

GARDENSHARE

“Our little garden is thriving! Thanks so much to Berlin and Noura for your help
setting this all up. The participants are thrilled about the garden and are taking
great care of it. Doris, our chef, has been making good use of it in the kitchen as
well.”



CHEF INCUBATOR

The DESTA Food program launched its 1st Chef

Incubator cohort in 2021 with 3 chefs served

throughout the year. As part of the incubator,

each chef provided a month of meals for the

community, filmed a food tour in Montreal,

created a mock product and pitched it to the

group, and taught a workshop. They also

participated in weekly cohort meetings where

they shared progress and strategies, as well as

worked with guest mentors. Each chef was

then able to benefit from a digital marketing

package through our in-house creative agency,

which provided them with services such as

headshots and food photography to business

consulting and web development. Upon

completion of the incubator intensive, each

chef was awarded a $1000 microgrant to invest

into their business. 
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DESTA FOOD

 “The Incubator so far has been a lightning rod. In only a few weeks I've learned
such valuable lessons through the voices and experiences of the mentors. It is
motivating me to push harder and challenging me to use these tools to make
my business as solid as I can dream it to be.” - Marissa Leon-John



In the summer of 2021, DESTA rented a stall in Jean-

Talon Market under the brand banner Maison Onyx.

DESTA rented the stall for 12 weeks with exposure

shared between restaurant partners and incubator

chefs.  

Overall this event gave DESTA great press visibility and

provided our incubator chefs with the opportunity to

have a real world application of the skills developed

through the Incubator, which gave our chefs

unmatched experience in the formative stages of their

businesses.

However, the project did pose several operational issues,

contractual issues as well as issues with vendors.

Although the market experience was not a good fit for

the restaurants who participated, it proved impactful for

our incubator chefs.

Total gross sales were $11,588.25, 90% of which went to

the chefs who were exposing. DESTA retained 10% of

the sales plus an additional donation from Atelier Etta,

which amounts to a total of $1254.78. Total expenses

incurred by DESTA amounted to $11,273.55.

DESTA FOOD 
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MAISON ONYX AT JEAN TALON MARKET 
Maison Onyx in the Media:

(click below to access links) 

 

Montreal Eater

 

Timeout

 

CBC News

 

Global News

 

Montreal Secret

 

The Beat 92.5

 

Le Journal Canadien

 

CBC

 

Air Canada En Route

Magazine

 

 

https://montreal.eater.com/2021/7/7/22563801/desta-stall-jean-talon-summer-restaurant-maison-onyx-black
https://www.timeout.com/montreal/news/jean-talon-markets-new-summer-street-food-spot-to-host-montreals-black-and-indigenous-chefs-070921
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/la-maison-onyx-jean-talon-market-1.6098718
https://globalnews.ca/video/8033460/la-maison-onyx
https://montrealsecret.co/maison-onyx/
https://www.thebeat925.ca/news/faits-divers/409308/jean-talon-market-has-a-new-pop-up-space-specific-to-black-indigenous-chefs
https://lejournalcanadien.com/2021/07/13/la-maison-onyx-est-le-nouvel-espace-estival-de-street-food-des-chefs-noirs-et-indigenes-de-montreal/
https://www.cbc.ca/player/play/1832032835603
https://enroute.aircanada.com/en/restaurants/changemakers/


DESTA BX (Desta Black Experience) is an event that was

launched in September 2020 with a goal to bring to the

forefront the different philosophies, approaches and paths

to success among members of the Black community in

Montreal.

For our 2nd edition of DESTA BX, we partnered with CBC

Quebec to present DESTA BX-Changemakers Edition. This

event continued the discussion about Black empowerment,

ownership and development, shining light on the important

work of inspirational Black community members in Quebec.

It was held virtually on March 27, 2021 and live-streamed on

several platforms.

Hosted by Catherine Verdon-Diamond and featuring

Webster, Sabrina Jafralle, Balarama Holness and Nancy

Falaise as panelists, the event proved to be both

enlightening and engaging. The live-stream reached 8,000

viewers and generated 88 reactions, 63 comments and 34

shares! 

DESTA EVENTS 
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DESTA BX - CBC CHANGEMAKERS EDITION



DESTA celebrated its 15-year anniversary with a sold out

celebration at the PHI Centre on October 7, 2021. Hosted

by local comedian and actor, Preach and featuring

perfomrances by Fredy V. & the Foundation, Roen

Higgins, Uplift Afro Dance and DJ Kid Crayola, it was

definitely a night to remember!  

DESTA EVENTS 
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15TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION

Thank you to our 
Partners & Sponsors:

 

Photo Credit:

Darwin Doleyres Photography



DESTA's success and impact would not be possible

without the support of our funders and partners.

We thank each and every one of you for your continued

support

DESTA diversified its funding sources in 2021, resulting in

over $950K of funds raised for the organization in the

year! 

FUNDING LANDSCAPE
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THANK YOU to our Funders:
 

McConnell Foundation
 

Cole Foundation
 

T.R.E.E. Foundation
 

Adair Family Foundation
 

Hay Foundation
 

Bronfman Foundation
 

NBA Foundation
 

TikTok Canada
 

Sony Music Canada
 

Universal Music Canada
 

Food Banks Canada
 

CIF - Community Innovation
Fund

 

SBCCI Capacity Building &
Renovation funds

 

Ville de Montreal - Acting
for Entrepreneurship

 

Anti-Racism Action
Program

 

Black Ecosystem Fund
 

 

$488K
foundations

&

charities

$304K
government

grants$76K
individual

donations
$72K

corporate

donations



REVENUES 2021 2020

Fondations & Charities $487,900 $321,129

Government Grants $304,566 $27,500

Individual Donations $76,025 $209,068

Corporate Donations $71,663 $36,634

Contracts $9,155 -

Other Revenue $1,363 $1,394

TOTAL REVENUES $950,672 $595,725

EXPENSES 2021 2020

Salaries & Benefits $374,032 $235,936

Contract Services $14,725 -

Office Expenses $5,569 $2553

Accounting Fees $4,051 $2,000

Professional Fees $7,293 $1,080

Food Program $65,198 $10,012

Activities Expenses $41,586 $7,051

Special Events $13,695 $3,239

Publicity & Promotion $3,834 $3,176

Insurance $4,075 $1,872

Telecommunication $7,536 $6,412

Rent $24,000 $24,000

Other $1,697 $4,667

TOTAL EXPENSES $567,291 $302,036

NET INCOME $383,381 $293,689

FINANCIAL SNAPSHOT
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KASSANDRA KERNISAN
Executive Director

MONIQUE BARLING
Program & Operations Director
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THE TEAM
With a growing operating budget,

expansion of programs and a growing

need for operational efficiency, DESTA 

 expanded its staff in 2021 to 11 people.  At

the close of 2021, 7 of the staff were full

time and 4 were part-time. 

This team of dedicated and passionate

community workers continues to push

the mission of DESTA forward and each

play such an important role in the

becoming of the organization as well as

the evolution of the community we serve.  

SCOTT CLYKE
Education & Employability Counsellor

AMANDA MAXWELL
Support Services Coordinator

SVENS TELEMAQUE
Support Services Counsellor

MILO JOHNSON
Procject Coordinator & Operations Lead

TAMARA CHANOINE
Marketing Project Manager

BERLIN REED
Food Program Manager

ARIELLE GEORGE
Food Program Coordinator

MANUELA SIMO
Social Media Coordinator

WANDA HUSKINSON
Office Manager

DESTA STAFF
December 31, 2021

Photo Credit:

Darwin Doleyres Photography



PETER DUNN
Chairman

DEXTER PEART
Vice-chairman
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EVAN PITCHIE
Secretary

EMILIA TAMKO
Director

MARIA VARVARIKOS
Director

SCOTT SIMONS
Director

VINCENT WESLEY
Treasurer

DESTA 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

December 31, 2021

If 2020 was a year of overcoming

extraordinary difficulties, with the

word “resilient” becoming almost

commonplace, 2021 was for DESTA

a year of consolidation, building on

and strengthening existing

programs, under the direction of our

dynamic executive director,

Kassandra Kernisan 

The organization continues to

expand its network throughout the

Island of Montreal and beyond.

While it would be presumptuous to

claim that DESTA constitutes the

reference point for activities centred

on Montreal’s Anglophone Black

youth, we view this as something to

which we can reasonably aspire in

the coming years.

Peter Dunn

ChaIrman

MESSAGE FROM

OUR CHAIR


